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Sandy started her career in the communication field. 

She is smart, vivacious, and has a strong work ethic. 

One of Sandy’s early jobs was at a software company 

where she reported to the director of sales and marketing. 

The director clearly disliked Sandy and treated her badly. Often 

times she would publicly command Sandy to come to her 

office for inconsequential, but brusque orders. She sent her 

scathing emails and belittled her in front of the other principles 

in the firm. Throughout, Sandy maintained a good attitude, and 

continued to work hard.

As with any marketable employee, Sandy stayed at the firm 

only long enough to improve her resume before moving on. 

She is now the vice-president of marketing for a Fortune 500 

company.
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Sandy is not alone. Research shows that the number one 

reason key employees leave their jobs is not because of money 

or job responsibility, but because of a poor relationship with 

their boss or co-workers.

When Sandy left, the company not only lost a valuable 

employee, but, according to The Society for Human Resource 

Management (SHRM), to replace mid-level employees costs the 

company 150% of their annual salary and to replace specialized, 

high-level employees, the cost could be as high as 400% of 

their annual salary.1

To put those numbers into perspective, let’s say Sandy earned 

the average salary of most employees in her company— 

$50,000 per year. At 150% of salary, the cost of her leaving is 

$75,000. For a small company of 100 employees who has a 10% 

annual rate of turnover, the cost of turnover is $750, 000 each 

year. The cost for a mid-sized company of 1000 employees with 

the same turnover rate is $7.5 million! 

A successful employee retention plan is not simply an employee 

perk. Maintaining a stable workforce by focusing on why 

employees leave, reducing employee turnover through broader 

communication, management coaching, and strong workplace 

policies also make good business sense, and can result in 

significant cost savings to employers.
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Top Reasons Employees Leave Employment
There are plenty of studies into the reasons employees jump ship, but 
whether there are five reasons or ten, they all include a version of the 
following:

1.  They don’t like their boss
2. Wrong person for the job
3. A lack of empowerment and recognition
4. Too little coaching and mentoring

1. Management

We’ve all heard the saying that employees don’t leave companies, but, 
like Sandy, they leave managers. Of course, there are other reasons 
people move on, and we will discuss them later, but for now let’s talk 
about management style and motivation.

Many management styles still rely on the reward/punishment style 
of motivation. Daniel Pink, author of Drive, demonstrates that while 
carrots and sticks worked successfully in the twentieth century, that’s 
precisely the wrong way to motivate people for today’s challenges. 
Studies show that what motivates employees today is an intrinsic 
rather than an extrinsic approach.

Successful management training must include the interpersonal 
skillset required to recognize an employee’s intrinsic needs, and how 
to best accommodate those needs. 

An interpersonal skillset is defined as a set of abilities enabling 
a person to interact positively and work effectively with others. 
Development of the interpersonal skills of employees is a key goal 
of training and development initiatives for many companies, and 
is considered a constructive manner in which to handle office 
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disputes and other personnel issues. These skills include the areas of 
communication, listening, delegation of tasks and leadership. 3

In this publication, we are going a step further. What motivates an 
individual? Attitudes and behaviors are determined by our needs and 
wants, and needs and wants are determined by motive. There are 
distinct personalities in the work force and each has its own intrinsic 
driving core motive. 

The Color Code is an effective, and more importantly, easy to use 
personality assessment. Unlike other personality assessments Color 
Code doesn’t only identify behaviors, but also innate driving core 
motive. In other words, not just what a person does, but why.

The Color Code is made up of four driving core motives that are 
represented by colors:

•	 Red	Motivated by Power. Natural talents include 
leadership and vision.

•	 Blue Motivated by Intimacy. Natural talents include 
quality and service.

•	White Motivated by Peace. Natural talents include clarity 
and tolerance.

•	 Yellow Motivated by Fun. Natural talents include 
enthusiasm and optimism.

The following chart shows motive interaction and how simple it is for 
the workplace to get bogged down by different personality types and 
the potential areas of conflict that may arise.

For instance, Reds are logical and controlling. Blues are emotional 
and controlling. 
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Reds are arrogant, and Blues are self-righteous. If both are in a 
meeting with their peers, and one of them looks as if he is down in 
the dumps, the Red will tell him bluntly that he looks awful, and 
ask what’s wrong. The Blue will quietly pull another coworker aside 
and express concern for their peer and devise a plan to help. Reds are 
direct to the point of insensitivity, while Blues beat around the bush. 

Example
There was once a president of a large sporting goods store. 
He was very Red. He had a Blue assistant that was next in 
line for the president position. The Blue was very committed 
to his boss. He would write him pages and pages of memos 
about store activities to keep his boss informed of what 
was going on. But Reds don’t have time for three page 
memos. The Red wanted to tell him, “I don’t want anymore 
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memos!” But he knew that was how the Blue expressed 
his accomplishments. To solve the problem, the Red asked 
the Blue to highlight specifically what the Red needed to 
know, and make it so he could read it in three seconds. The 
Blue was able to continue expressing himself in a three 
page memo and the Red was able to read what he felt was 
pertinent and no more. 

It becomes critical that management recognize that the needs of their 
employees differ innately. As illustrated in the example above, the 
president recognized his Blue assistant’s need to pay attention to the 
details, and created a win-win solution.

Similarly, if the Red boss had a Yellow assistant, the possible issues 
a Red might struggle with are a Yellow’s low regard for boundaries, 
and unlike the Blues, lack of detail. One the other hand, a Red will 
respect the ability of a Yellow to communicate succinctly. 

2. Fit the Job to the Person
Each driving core motive has innate strengths and limitations that 
contribute to, or hinder, their success in specific work environments. 

•	 Reds make great employees because they are self-reliant. 
They are comfortable with power and thrive in leadership 
positions. Reds are excellent delegators and strong team 
builders. Reds are not normally detail-oriented, but they 
are very productive if given a task that is interesting. Reds 
don’t bring their personal problems to work or their work 
problems home and are impatient with those who do. 
Reds are typically very bright people, and strong decision 
makers. They embrace change, and appreciate new 
challenges. 
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 Reds can be insensitive and care more for production than 
people. They are often critical and slow to give pats on the 
back. 

 Reds like careers that offer leadership opportunities, 
provide high financial opportunities, and allow them to 
feel challenged and use their logical abilities

•	 Blues	tend to make everyone look good because they are 
wonderful at detail, and they don’t want to be on center 
stage. Blues excel with careful work, like accounting and 
writing reports. They are concerned about the quality of 
their work and are proud of a job well done. 

 Left in charge, they will take care of any problems, but 
they are poor delegators because they want it done right 
and believe that no one can do it as well as they can. 

 Blues communicate with detours—they don’t understand 
how to be direct. They make decisions from emotional 
reasoning. “How can I fire this person, when they have 
three kids to feed?”

 Blues like careers that allow them the chance to work 
with the “3 P’s for Blues”: People, Purpose, and Passion. 
Anything that requires organizational abilities or attention 
to detail is also something that Blues seek out.

•	Whites are great at working in their own comfort zone. 
As employees and employers they do not communicate 
well. Even though they are good delegators, they tend to 
be kept out of the loop. They hesitate to micro-manage 
because they wouldn’t want to be treated that way. But 
they will get the job done. 
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 They excel at jobs or tasks that require solitude. They’re 
not very excited about group processing or doing things 
as a team as much as they are working alone. 

 They are quite dependable and logical. 

 On the other hand, Whites are excellent listeners. Unlike 
Blues, who get emotionally involved, they simply listen 
to what the facts are, and then, provide well thought out 
feedback in an unemotional, non-judgmental way.

 Whites like careers that allow them to use their logical 
abilities (like the Reds) and provide opportunities to work 
independently. Many Whites are also more comfortable in 
technology or mechanical oriented careers as opposed to 
people-oriented careers.

•	 Yellows	are a great hire. They are not intimidated at all 
by new ideas or new challenges. They are energetic. If a 
new program is put into play, they are perfect to head it 
up. They will convince and motivate people to try new 
things.

 Yellows also have a very creative streak. They are great 
verbal communicators and are more than comfortable 
talking to any personality and aren’t afraid to debat with 
the Reds. They are very quick on their toes, but are often 
misunderstood for their quick retorts.

 Yellows like careers that allow them variety, short term/
high energy projects, and the opportunity of using their 
social skills. Instant gratification is important to Yellows, 
and the prospect of eventually earning complete freedom 
is a major motivator.
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3. Empowerment and Recognition
Rather than treating employees as cost items that 
need to be managed wherever possible, why not view 
them as assets capable of delivering ever-increasing 
value to the marketplace?
 www.forbes.com

Studies indicate that 42% of a manager’s time at work is spent 
refereeing employee conflict—another a huge cost to the company. 
By allowing employees input and control over their jobs, they 
become assets that bring value to the company, decrease the cost of 
micro-management, and free upper-level employees to contribute in 
ways that don’t involve constant conflict resolution. By finding each 
employee’s strengths and limitations, empowering and recognizing 
contributions, employees become more willing to work as a team, 
and are more determined to contribute to the overall well being of 
the company.

None of this means employees shouldn’t be held accountable. 
Good work should be praised, but poor work and errors should be 
noticed, corrected and resolved. If a resolution isn’t forthcoming, the 
employee is not contributing to the company’s overall success.

When praising or correcting, the best course of action for each core 
motive is listed below:

•	 Reds need to look good technically, be respected and 
receive recognition from an important few. Reds must not 
be criticized or embarrassed in front of others.  

•	 Blues need to be understood and appreciated. Do not be 
rude or abrupt when addressing problems.
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•	 Yellows need to be praised. They thrive on approval 
and being noticed. Never be too serious or sober when 
criticizing.

•	Whites need to be respected. They are content knowing 
they did a job well. When a White needs intervention, be 
open and direct, combined with kindness.

4. Coaches and Mentors 

Most companies are looking for managers that have a mentoring and 
coaching competency. Why? Studies show that employees who have 
an interested party either coaching or mentoring them and providing 
them with critical feedback, become better at their job, and more 
satisfied with their employment. 

Some people are confused by the distinction between coaching and 
mentoring. To help with the terminology we will define each.

Coaching is a powerful one-on-one tool that aids in an individual’s 
professional development. Much like professional sports coaches, a 
good corporate coach will not only recognize and help build on an 
employees shortcomings, but knows enough about the corporate 
culture to recruit a good fit for his team when hiring. 
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Mentoring is when a successful person, or role model, of certain 
talents and strengths takes on a worthy candidate—generally a top 
performer—to aid the employee with job performance, and also take 
an active interest in the employee’s career development.

Both methodologies play a critical role in employee retention.

As shown in the illustration on page 12, mentoring is an innate 
strength—one we are born with—while coaching is a learned 
strength. The coaching learning curve can be a difficult one, because 
a coach must learn not only learn about the needs and wants of 
others, but also has to tackle personal limitations that might hinder 
the coaching process.

A coach must learn to put aside his natural biases in order to build 
a stronger team… he must learn to embrace the very strengths he 
resents.

The illustration on page 7, shows all the potential natural biases. For 
instance, a Red manager will feel intolerance for a Blue’s emotion. A 
Blue manager will naturally resent a Yellow’s knack of rule breaking. 
A Yellow manager will resent a Red’s lack of light-hearted fun in the 
workplace, etc.

Putting an employee retention plan in place should be a priority in 
any company, and incorporated into the plan should be an effective 
communication tool. Each employee—including managers— has 
his own needs and wants, and those may reveal why people choose 
to leave a job. Using the Color Code will help identify not only why 
people leave their jobs, but how to best retain them, and make sure 
they are in the best position suited to their personality.



Sandy was the right person for the job. If Sandy’s manager had proper 
coaching techniques, and interpersonal skills training, she not only would 
have retained an excellent employee, and built a stronger company, but 
would have become a stronger and more valuable employee herself. CC
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